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Abstract-.We consider a numerical method to verify the solutions for nonlinear hyperbolic prob- 
lems with guaranteed error bounds in the one-space dimensional case. We present verification proce- 
dures and show some numerical examples. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the preceding paper [I], we discussed the numerical verification of existence of solutions for 
nonlinear parabolic equations in the one-space dimensional case. It is based on Plum’s method [2] 
with weak formulation for estimating the inverse norm of the linearized operator. In this paper, 
we extend the numerical verification method to nonlinear hyperbolic equations. 
2. PROBLEM AND THE FIXED POINT FORMULATION 
Consider the following one-space dimensional nonlinear hyperbolic problem: 
Wt - WE, = -f(? t, u), (z,t) E R x J, 
u(5,t) = 0, (s,t) E dR x J, 
u(2,O) = 0, 2 E R, (1) 
where R is a bounded open interval on R. Let J = (0, T) with T > 0, and let Q = R x J. Also, 
f : P(Q) -+ L2(Q) is a continuous map for some p > 2. For simplicity, let R = (0,R) with 
R > 0. 
Next, we define the time-dependent Sobolev spaces H by H = L2(J; H,‘(a)) CI H’(J; L2(sZ)) 
with norm 
1141~ = s, IM~)ll~~(n) di! + JJ IludWp, & 
where ]] . IIp(n) is the usual Lp(R) norm. Then (1) can be written as the weak form: find 
u E fi = (4 E H I 4(.,0) = 0, q&(.,0) = 0) such that 
(uttr u) + (WE, %) = (-f(., u), rJ)> TV J, TJEH@), (2) 
where (., .) is the usual L2(s2) inner product. 
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Let uh E I? be an approximate solution of (1). Also, we suppose the following conditions for 
the nonlinear map f in (1). 
(Al) The map @ : D’(Q) 3 u +-+ f’(.,uh)u - f(.,u) E L2(Q) is continuous, and Frechet- 
differentiable at uh. 
(A2) For each bounded subset U c D’(Q), a(U) c L2(Q) is also bounded. 
Here, f’(., uh) is the Frechet derivative of f at uh. 
Now, as is well known [3], for each g E L2(Q), if a E C1( [0, T]; LOO(R)), the following generalized 
problem has a unique solution 4 E fi, 
We denote the above correspondence by Ag = 4. Moreover, we define the fixed point opera- 
tor T, 
Tu E A [f’(., ‘IL/& - f(., u)] . (4 
Then, the operator T : D’(Q) -+ P(Q) is compact by (Al),(A2), and the fact that the injection 
H q D’(Q) is compact. Therefore, for some closed, bounded, convex set U c D’(Q), if 
TUCU, (5) 
then Schauder’s Fixed Point Theorem supplies the existence of some fixed point u E U of T, 
which is a solution of (2). 
REMARK 1. For example, f(., u) = gum satisfies assumption (Al) and (A2), where g E LOO(Q), 
and m is an arbitrary nonnegative integer. In this case, f’(.,uh)$ = rngu;ll-i$ for $ E D’(Q) 
and, if uh E Cr( [0, T]; La(Q)), (4) is well posed. Thus, we require a polynomial growth restriction 
for f. 
3. VERIFICATION CONDITIONS 
In order to transform (5) into %esidual-form”, setting v = u - uh, we introduce the operator 
p : D’(Q) -+ D’(Q) defined by 
f?J = T(uh + ?J) - uh. (6) 
Then, if we want to find some solution of the given problem, which is close to uh, we may look 
for the fixed point of p which is close to 0. Thus, for some positive real number cr, when we set 
V G {w E P(Q) 1 IIwIIp(&) < a}, we will try to find cr such that 
YVCV. (7) 
Therefore, by (6) and (7)) we should take an approximate solution uh satisfying d[uh] - uhtt - 
uhZZ + f(., uh) E L2(Q) and construct cr satisfying 
A b(v) - ii! [uh]] C v, (8) 
where cp(v) E -f(., 'llh +v) + f(-,uh) + f'(','Ilhb 
Next, according to [2], we represent condition (8) by norm relations. Suppose that constants 
C > 0, 6 2 0, and a monotonically increasing function G : [0, co) + [0, co) can be computed such 
that 
II~~IIIL~(Q) I CII~IIL~CQ)~ VT- E L2(Q), (9) 
Iid bdhZ(Q) - < 4 (10) 
Ib(v)llL2(Q) 5 G(llwll~qQ,) j VVEV. (11) 
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Since ~~dv)~~~z(Q) = o(II”I/~~J(Q)) for II”IILP(Q) -+ 0 due to @‘(uh) = 0, G may be chosen such 
that G(t) = o(t) for t --+ 0. We conclude from (9)-(ll), that 
IIA Mu) - d Ml II Lv(Q) 2 c(b + G(a)). 
After all, we can get the following verification condition that is similar to [a]. 
THEOREM 1. For some cr > 0, suppose that 
Then there exists ,a solution u E H of problem (2) satisfying 11’~. - uhllLTt(&) 5 a. 
REMARK 2. Since we require a polynomial growth for f (see Remark l), G is restricted similarly. 
And due to G(t) =I o(t)(t -+ 0), a/C-G( Q IS ) ’ p ‘t’ osl lve for small cy. If 6 is sufficiently small and 
C as well, the assumption of Theorem 1 holds. This means that ZL~ is sufficiently an accurate 
approximate solution. We mention concretely the case G(Q) = ~CX* used in the numerical example 
later (see Section 5). The theorem is applicable for 6 5 1/(4aC2) and gives an explicit bound of 
CI = (2C6)/(1 + Jl - 4aC26). 
4. CALCULATION OF 
In order to calculate the constant C of (9), it is sufficient 
following inequalities: 
c 
to get Cl and C’s satisfying the 
ll4rlll~ 5 cl iblb(Q)~ Vr E 
II~~IILP(Q) 5 Gll4rlll~. 
Then, we have C = ClC2. The following two lemmata show 
LEMMA 1. Cl in (12) is given by 
L2(Q), 02) 
(13) 
how to calculate Cl and C2. 
Cl = dec7’, where c = ma II~IIL=(Q) + 1, $Il~ll~-(~) 
\ 
. 
PROOF. We first set 
b(@,v) s (&,%) + (U4,V), 4, v E H;(fl), 
and choose 2, = 4t in (3), ($tt, +t) + “24, &) = (g, &). 
Also, using the following relation, sb(@, 4) = 2b(+, bt) + (at+, 4), we get 
f (lM&2) + b(hd,) - (WA 4) = 2 (g,h) 
Integrating both sides with respect to t, 
II&II&~ + b(A 4) = J 0f(wh 4) da + 2 /‘(a 4t) ds. 0 
From the above equality and the following two relations: 









0’ lld%(nj c-is f Jd’ lbl~~2(~~ ds + I’ /k#&(n, ds. 
Furthermore, using Poincare’s inequality, ]]~]]Lz(~J L ‘(R/x)]]&]]Lz(~~), and setting 
we obtain 
lMl2yn) + ll~&2(n) I c t ll4sll;2(n#s + Jd’ Il4&2(n~ ds) + Jd’ Ilgll&~ ds. 
From Gronwall’s lemma, we deduce that 
LEMMA 2. Cz in (13) is given by 
Cz = ;lQl1/p. 
PROOF. First, notice that for any w E C’([O,T];C,M(fi)), arbitrary (z,t) E Q, 
lwb,t)l 5 f L Iw,~(~‘,t)l dz’ or lw(z,t>I 5 1 Iw (z,t’)l dt’. 
J 
Second, use the quite similar arguments in [1,4], and we have the desired result. 
Thus, we obtain the following main result of this section. 
THEOREM 2. C in (9) can be given by 
C = $lQll/p@, IMIL-(Q) + 1, + at R”ll II P(Q) 
) 
. 
5. COMPUTATION OF Uh, 6, AND NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
We describe the computation of the approximate solution ZL~ and defect b in (10). 
Now uh is computed by the following Newton-iteration: 
(og,iJ + (t&L&) + (fl (up) up,&) = (fl (up-1’) q-1) -f (uy)) ,&) , 
where (n) is the iteration number. 
Let Sh be a finite-dimensional subspace of I-$ (0) fl H2(0) depending on h and let N be the 
dimension of Sh, then we can represent up) by 
$)(z,t) = -&‘(t)&(s), 
i=l 
where & are base functions in sh. 
For the discretization of time, we take equally spaced time step At, and set 
tk = IcAt, k=0,1,2 )..., 
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and use the Newmark method [5]. The Newmark method generates the following relation: 
ui”‘(t + At) = $)(t) + At@‘(t) + At2 
[ 
&“‘(t + At) + (2 1 - ,B ) til”%] ) (15) 
ti;“‘(t + At) = @l(t) + At [hi~“‘(t + At) + (1 - &j(t)] , (16) 
where c. _ dui 6. = d2Ui z - and 8, p are some nonnegative parameters. From (15), dt ’ ’ dt2 ’ 
ii,‘“‘@ + At) = -& [uj”‘(t + At) - u:"'(t)] - &in)(t) - (+ - I) $‘(t), (17) 
We carry out the following procedure (i)-(iii), and get an approximate solution at, time step 
t + At on the condition that u!“‘(t), tiln)(t), ii,‘“‘(t) are already known. 
(i) Substitute (17) to the next equation: 
( ~htt (t + At)‘“’ 141) + (u~Z (t + At)‘“’ > a,,) + (f’ (~jLn_‘) (t + At)) uF’ (t + At) ) 6,) 
= ( ( f’ $-‘)(t + At)) $-‘)(t + At) - f (@-I) (t + At)) , d3) , (18) 
and compute ~!~)(t + At). 
(ii) Substitute uin)it + At) in [i] to (17), and compute ii!“‘(t + At). 
(iii) Substitute ii,‘“‘(t + At) in [ii] to (16), and compute tij”‘(t + At). 
Since wtt - wrz + f(., w) E L2(Q) is required, we use the piecewise cubic Hermite function 
as the base function in space and the piecewise cubic Hermite interpolation in time. 
In order to get 6, we compute directly ll~htt - uhzz + f( ,, 21h) 11 Lo. Since we use piecewise 
polynomial in space and time, we can compute stepwise in time. 
Now we show some numerical examples. In (l), we set f(z, t, u) = --au2 - k sin 7r2(2 + 7r”t’ - 
akt4 sin2 TX), where a and Ic are constants, and let R = 1 and T = 1. The exact solution is 
U(X, t) = kt2 sin 7r3:. 
If we take p = 4, then (Al) and (A2) are satisfied. Since cp(v) = aw2, we have 
Hence, (11) is satisfied for G(a) = acy2. 
We illustrate numerical results of verified examples, where NS and NT are the partition 
number of space a.nd time, respectively, and M = NS x NT. According to [5], if 0 = l/2 and 
p = l/4, the Newmark method is unconditionally stable for linear hyperbolic equations. So we 
choose 8 = l/2 and /? = l/4. 
In the cases below, cy means the verified error bound in Theorem 1. 
CASE 1. 
A = 1.5, k = 1, 
NS = 60, NT = NS2, M = 216000, 
C = 7.3890561, 6 = 0.0013745, 
cy = 0.0785593. 
CASE 2. 
A = 0.8, k = 2, 
NS = 100, NT = NS2, M = 1000000, 
C = 8.16616992, 6 = 0.0007586677, 
cy = 0.146602. 
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